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3Bush was director of the Office of Scientific Research and Development and 
coordinated the activities of 6,000 leading American scientiists in the application of 
science to warfare.  After the WWII he urged scientists to turn to the tasks of making 
more accessible our bewildering store of knowledge.  (slight paraphrase) 
Consider a future device for individual use, which is a sort of mechanized private file 
and library. It needs a name, and, to coin one at random, "memex" will do. A memex 
is a device in which an individual stores all his books, records, and communications, 
and which is mechanized so that it may be consulted with exceeding speed and 
flexibility. It is an enlarged intimate supplement to his memory.
It consists of a desk, and while it can presumably be operated from a distance, it is 
primarily the piece of furniture at which he works. On the top are slanting 
translucent screens, on which material can be projected for convenient reading. 
There is a keyboard, and sets of buttons and levers. Otherwise it looks like an 
ordinary desk.
In one end is the stored material. 
It consists of a desk, and while it can presumably be operated from a distance, it is 
primarily the piece of furniture at which he works. On the top are slanting 
translucent screens, on which material can be projected for convenient reading. 
There is a keyboard, and sets of buttons and levers. Otherwise it looks like an 
ordinary desk.
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ILL requests: selected recently published titles were bought rather than borrowed
Circulation for these books slightly better over a three-year period than librarian-
selected titles











ILL requests: selected recently published titles were bought rather than borrowed
Circulation for these books slightly better over a three-year period than librarian-
selected titles
~ S. J. Pritchard, 1980
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more accessible our bewildering store of knowledge.  (slight paraphrase) 
Consider a future device for individual use, which is a sort of mechanized private file 
and library. It needs a name, and, to coin one at random, "memex" will do. A memex 
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and which is mechanized so that it may be consulted with exceeding speed and 
flexibility. It is an enlarged intimate supplement to his memory.
It consists of a desk, and while it can presumably be operated from a distance, it is 
primarily the piece of furniture at which he works. On the top are slanting 
translucent screens, on which material can be projected for convenient reading. 
There is a keyboard, and sets of buttons and levers. Otherwise it looks like an 
ordinary desk.
In one end is the stored material. 
It consists of a desk, and while it can presumably be operated from a distance, it is 
primarily the piece of furniture at which he works. On the top are slanting 
translucent screens, on which material can be projected for convenient reading. 





“Based on this method of evaluation, e-books received 11 percent more use than 
comparable print books. Given their recent introduction to patrons at Duke, this 
suggests rapid growth in the adoption of e-books.” p. 260.
See: Justin Littman and Lynn Silipigni Connaway, “A Circulation Analysis of Print [Books] and E-
Books in an Academic Research Library,” Library Resources and Technical Services 48(4):256-262 
October 2004.






FROM:  Alison Bobal, 
You have 14,401 titles in your DDA program as of September 28, 2011.
Expenditures:
To date you've spent $11,236.43 on demand driven transactions
47 auto-purchases = $3,359.43
846 STLs = $7,877.00
Your average STL = $9.31
Your average auto-purchase = $71.48
Usage: 
860 unique users have accessed 1084 unique titles 3363 times (this includes browsing).
The 600 titles with a DDA transaction were accessed a total of 1536 times (this includes on-
line and off-line) by 508 unique users.
237 titles have been downloaded a total of 509 times by 194 unique users.
Your users have accessed 7.5% of your visible catalog.
Your users have triggered an STL 4% of your visible catalog.
Your users have triggered an auto-purchase less than 1% of your visible catalog.
Value: 
The combined list price (CLP) of titles accessed (including browsing) = $89,100.86
Your institution has paid 12.6% of CLP to facilitate access
The combined list price of titles accessed beyond the browsing period = $49,109.94
Your institution has paid 23% of CLP to facilitate access 
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Current Use: Electronic Books 5% of use
Change:
2005 to 2019 — E-Book use increases 15% per year
2020 to 2024 — E-Book use increases 10% per year
2025 to 2030 — E-Book use increases 5% per year
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6/17/2011Patron‐Driven Acquitions, NOTSL, Suzanne 
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